
  

Curious Territory

A Strange Arrangment

A pre-existing dialouge established through 
window arrangment and an attempt to enhance 

the dynamics of these layouts via a visual 
consideration of there arrangement



  

Interaction with group



  
Interacting with peer group and working out specific methodologies bassed around the 

groups culmative research. 



  

Communicating with staff



  

Again the rummage nature is present in the interactions the staff have with the objects 
in the store, here Curley is rearanging the layout of the store although it is merely a 
rearangment. The shop to the casual customer is still intimidating though worth the 

effort if one has time. 



  

A  member of staff from Limerick Animal Welfare. Shop lies adjacent to another animal 
welfare store, stores seem capable of opperation with little to no competition for 

customers.



  

Thrift Store Girls

PHOTOS BY BRIAN 
ULRICH

''Brian Ulrich has been traveling 
America, taking photos at thrift 
stores for a few years now. We 
chose a few of them but mostly 
focused on girls because we like 
them and we also like that 
Screeching Weasel song.“

In this project the photographer 
documented the staff, customers 
and Items within the American 
version of the charity shop the 
Thrift Store. This slide paralells 
my documentation

http://www.vice.com/read/thrift-store-girls-143-v15n8



  

Windows and display



  
The Store fronts vary in their arrangments some having a more profesional sign dessign 

some having a more functional aesthetic i.e grubby. 



  
There is already an established aesthetic present in these arrangments my aim would be 

to aknowledge this established form of communication and only attempt to enhance 
something which is allready there. 



  

Commericial window display advertising new HI-FI system at an Apple store, although this is a 
comercial project the same inginuity and creativity could easily be applied to a project bassed 

around a second hand store.



  

Observation of arangment of 
objects



  

The layout of these shops is of an often a haphazard and a visualy chaotic aesthetic which 
has arose due to the practical use of these spaces, each shop has a certain method for  

commuication via the items they specialise in the sale of. It is clear from the image above that 
 there is no clear linear arangment, this is in part due to the 'rummage' nature of the 

distribution with some items having a shelflife of years and others being purchased almost  
instantly.



  

What I found At Work – Blogger - Cynthia Munoz

Creative projects which involve the bizzare objects which are often found in the store, these 
above are a selection  from the American version of the second hand store the thrift store. 

What people discard to these store is a mix of the bizzare, mundane and preverse. It is 
interesting none the less the truely unique nature of these objects and how they communicate. 

This project in my research has for me the most potential as an example for a curation of a 
window display, this curation could potentially have elements of rony and a tribute to the 

curiosity cabinet.

http://www.viceland.com/blogs/photos/2011/03/11/what-i-found-at-work/  



  

These are just some of the few objects 
which caught my eye, I am certain through 
my project that more will become available 
from items stored in back areas. The 
communication that these objects project 
for particular group of clientele is that of 
the bizzare and rare trinket. A large 
amount of the shops observable 
bussiness comes from the young student. 
This niche could be an area to focus on 
and is certainly something that  I would 
find as an engaging aspect of this project.



  

Miami “Poetry Bomber” Sews Secret Messages Into Thrift-Store Clothing Agustina Woodgate 
is a warrior for the written word. Instead of arming herself with a pen—which is obviously 

mightier than a sword—or a can of spray paint, she packs her arsenal with needles, thread, 
and clothing tags bearing snatches of poetry. Woodgate spends her time “poetry bombing” 

clothing in thrift stores in the greater Miami area with quotes from poets like Li Po, who 
famously said that “life is a huge dream, why work so hard?” This guardian of verse seems to 

be working pretty hard herself, however. She’s been kicked out of a few shops for furiously 
stitching an aphorism or two to a pair of well-worn pants.



  

There is a pre-existant aethetic within these organisations both in layout and general 
appearance of the Bric and Brac found within, it is in my oppinion that a project could be 

possibly iniated around this visual diversity and this pre-existing lanuage can be 
enhanced by the participation of myself and my colaboration with the members of these 

communities to make creative and engaging layouts within and without. 



  

Fín
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